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Agency Statement
NorthScale Media Group offers its national clients a unique blend of data science, paid search expertise and creative campaign
ideation / execution. We are neurotically focused on client proﬁt, leaving no stone unturned in our attempt to increase our client’s
ROI with empirical strategies and leveraging our distinct relationship with Google. Our no-nonsense record of performance and
results for enterprises around the country underscores our attitude, efﬁciency and sense of responsibility.
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Companies around the country choose NorthScale Media Group
Our clients include publicly traded companies, startups, small retailers and local service providers - across all verticals.

Key Terms
Ad Auction: How Google (or any ad platform) determines which
ad to serve for a given placement. A placement might include a
Google search result (Google Ad), a banner ad on a webpage
(display ad), or a native Facebook newsfeed post (FB Ad).
Advertisers compete in auctions to win the ad impression.
Winners are determined by a combination of the advertiser’s bid
and other factors related to the expected experience and
satisfaction of the user.
Premium Auction: An ad auction where the predicted conversion
rate is higher than average. Modern ad auctions have
multi-dimensional levels of quality. Every keyword differs in value
from the next, as do users. However, even when the same users
performs the same search multiple times, each of those
auctions differs in value (For example, what was the user
searching right before they performed this particular search?
Were they on a competitors website? Are they on a corporate or
home wiﬁ network?
Conversion: Any action or event that takes place that indicates
value. A new lead, and a lead closing into a customer are both
technically conversions. Unless otherwise speciﬁed, a conversion
will refer to someone submitting a contact form on the site
(demo request, contact us form, whitepaper download)

CPA: Cost per Acquisition. Also referred to as cost-per-conversion.
By conversion we usually mean lead.
Landing Page: The destination URL of an ad. This can be a URL that
was custom-made for a campaign, but not always.
Attribution: The act of giving credit to different campaign initiatives.
Most customers interact with multiple ads, so attribution helps
understand the buyer’s journey and assign value to dollars spent.
Signal: A signal data-point that is fed into an algorithm. For example,
time of day and user location are both signals.
Remarketing: The act of targeting users with ads that we already
know (previous website visitors, email lists, etc.).
RLSA (Remarketing Lists in Search Ads): Using your audience data
to bid differently on auctions. For instance, if someone is on our
email list and searches for “web accessibility,” they will have a higher
predicted conversion rate than a stranger that performs the same
search.
Dynamic _____: A term used to describe ﬂexible advertising options
that are determined at auction-time using machine learning. Dynamic
Creative is an ad that will have ﬂexible headlines, depending on what
will work best for that auction.

How Digital Advertising Has Evolved

Old School Digital Ad Strategy: One-dimensional signals
dictate expected conversion rate, value, and bidding.

Lower CVR

Display / Social Ultra-low bids, brand awareness only
Top Funnel Search Low bids, broad terms
Middle Funnel Search Medium bids, industry terms
Bottom Funnel Search High bids, long-tail specific terms

Higher CVR

Branded Search Varied bids, brand specific terms

Modern Digital Ad Strategy: Algorithms use predicted
conversion rate to dictate bids, creative and placements.
Thus increasing the value of non-BOF campaigns and increasing potential for scale.

MOF Search

Influencer Post

YouTube Ad
LinkedIn Ad

TOF Search

Lower CVR
Higher CVR

Facebook Ad
Branded Search

Spotify Ad
BOF Search

Programmatic Display

Modern, Smart Campaigns use a combination of thousands of
signals to set the best bid, placement, and creative combination
Smart Bidding sets unique bids for each individual auction &
query based on your goals and conversion likelihood.
Smart Bidding uses signals combined, per auction. All signals are
measured and optimized per auction and query, including
thousands of signals exclusive to Smart Bidding.
Traditional campaigns relied on one-dimensional signals, such as
search query or the content of the webpage that a banner ad is
displayed on.
Traditional campaigns are limited in their potential to scale, as
upper-funnel customers are impossible to acquire at a profitable
cost.

Operating System
Browsing History

Device Used

Search Queries
Location
Time of Day
Day

Interests
Browser

Videos Watched

Mobile Device after 8 pm,
where all of this user’s impulsive
purchases take place
User uses Gmail account
to log into Golf Now app
for booking tee times, and
into PGA Live streaming
service
User recently
purchased Callaway
brand golf balls,
proving he’s not 100%
loyal to TaylorMade
Location - User’s home

User used Google Maps to get
to and from “Harbor Links Golf
Club” that evening

Search for “52 degree wedge”

User Interests - Business,
sports, cooking, overall
self improvement, and
other signals related to
competitive nature and
willingness to invest in
these topics
Day - Wednesday. Two
shipping days until the
weekend. User likely to
want fast shipping
User recently watched “Eddie
Pepperell 14 club challenge”
on Youtube. He constantly
watches videos about
improving swing and short
game

The Premium Auction
An ad auction that has a higher than average
predicted conversion rate.
Due to supply and demand, premium auctions
will cost more than low-quality auctions.
It is preferable to increase bids to go after
premium traﬃc. An increase in Cost-Per-Click
is OK, so long as Conversion Rate increases at
a greater pace.
For example:
A) 100 Clicks at $1 CPC

B) 100 Clicks at $1.50 CPC

-

$100 Spent

-

$150 Spent

-

1% Conversion Rate

-

2% Conversion Rate

-

1 Conversion

-

2 Conversions

-

$100 CPA

-

$75 CPA

The Importance of High Quality Conversion Data
Smart Campaigns learn how to optimize bids for each auction
with conversion history from all of your campaigns in an account.
When a user clicks on a Branded ad and converts to a lead, all of
the signals from that user are fed back into the algorithm. Signals
include company size, browsing history, and whether or not the
user is on a specific audience or remarketing list.
The same thing happens when a user clicks on an ad and doesn’t
convert. The system is always improving to meet our goals.

The machine learning algorithms rely on conversion
data. Therefore, accuracy and breadth of conversion
data (including various milestones of the sales cycle) is
crucial

# of Convs
156

Campaign
Brand Search

78

Generic Search

34

Generic Remarketing

4

Small Campaign “C”

8

Small Campaign “B”

13

Small Campaign “A”

Smart Bidding will
use data from all of
your campaigns in
real-time

A 3-step approach for an optimal account growth

Implement
Best practices &
new features

Layer Automation
Leverage Smart Campaigns so
Google (and other ad platforms)
can automatically optimize for
success.

Give the system as much data
as possible with new tests
and proper implementation of
beta features.

Leverage Attribution
and Audience signals
Use Non-last click Attribution
and Audience signals
(remarketing, etc.) to feed the
machine learning algorithms with
better conversion data.

“Our focus is to help clients be what people
are interested in instead of interrupting what
they are interested in.”

Justin Grant, Founder

Founded 2017
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